This has been a very introspective day, despite the usual amount of hectic activity, phone calls, correspondences and case work. I have had cause to think deeply about my friends and compatriots on this narrow road. So many have struggled and still are.

Rod Class is preparing his answer to the Federales challenge of his right to keep and bear arms.

Other friends are taking the accounting and system errors straight to the source -- the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.

Still others are forging ahead with new means of enforcing and accessing indemnity guarantees.

I am so grateful to know all these wonderful, determined people. It makes me proud to be part of the effort to restore America and the rightful American government --- to, as Donald Trump put it -- "Make America Great Again".

We might also say --- "Make America American Again".

We have been under the thrall of corrupt European and corporate powers for a long, long time. It feels good to know that we finally have the "weather gauge" on the vermin and that our Ship of State is no longer headed for the jagged rocks our enemies had in mind for us.

We can thank many, many, many good men and women for that, people here in the states and people in far away and unexpected places like South Africa and Estonia and Paraguay, too.

People of goodwill, people who are honest, have risen up and taken action, each in their own way and their own place --- and the difference is now being felt.

Just looking at all the file folders and books and thumb drives in The Living Law Firm office makes my mind reel, and also makes me think about how far we have come in such a short time, and all that has been accomplished with nothing but volunteers and cookie jar money....it's amazing.

There's a whole conga line of Americans at every point of this effort, all pulling together to make it possible.

If it weren't for all of you out there sending your donations via PayPal to avannavon@gmail.com, I couldn't keep the lights on for our senior helpers, couldn't pay the travel expenses so many of our excellent researchers have to otherwise bear on their own. And if it were not for those sending checks and money orders to Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652 --- I wouldn't have it to give when one of our guys in the field blows a tire, needs an emergency tooth extraction, or just some grocery money.
It's such a small portion of what we all owe these volunteers, but it is also so important that this kind of support is there for them. It gives them the comfort of knowing that they are not all alone. It gives them the courage to go on.

Most of our Living Law Firm members are seniors like myself -- some as old as 95 and still kicking, thank you! -- and for the most part, we do okay for ourselves and manage our own bills, plus some. But some of our most dynamic heroes are relatively young men and women who have families to support and house payments to make. It's for them and their sake that I get out and stump for donations.

It's not fair that any of us have to spend our time on Earth like this, struggling with things that we should never have to correct if certain people had just done their jobs and honored their contracts --- but it is doubly unfair to younger people who just walked into this Mess and who have so many other earthly responsibilities to bear. Please help me help them, because they are surely doing their best to help everyone else.

The "Help Line" doesn't even stop for death. Every single day, I find clues and testimony left by Americans long dead, who cared enough to document the Truth and leave it for us to find.

And then I remember men and women that I have known myself who have suffered and died for the sake of this day, when I can definitely draw a deep breath and see and feel that yes, we have rounded the corner, the tide has turned...yes, at last, things are getting better, not worse!

I hope and trust that "rb" and Howard Freeman and The Informer and Bill Benson and LaVoy Finicum and Russell Means and all the old Montana Freemen are still here, still with us, in spirit if not in flesh, and that they and all the others who have gone beyond the Beyond in defense of this country and in defense of our freedom know that we are all doing our bit and standing our guard duty.

The indemnity bonds are finally being honored by courts around the country, not universally, but in a growing number of reported cases. It's too soon yet to know if this lack of universal acceptance is because of uninformed judges, or if specific details in individual cases are causing some indemnity claims to be denied.

We had one case reported where the sticking point was that the "presumed" Defendant had to check a box on a form saying that there had been a mistake before the case could be dismissed.

When you say that there has been a mistake -- just that -- it is instant grounds for severance of any contract.

When you admit a mistake -- like you applying for Social Security or claiming to be a "US citizen" or a "Withholding Agent"-- you not only sever the contract, you release at least some portion of the liability, and you are essentially holding the court harmless, too.

So if they ask you to admit making mistakes, by all means do so --- because it is true regardless of why you made these mistakes --- and because that then allows the court to act in your favor and provide remedy that you are owed.

Army Regulations Field Manual 27-20 explicitly references the indemnity from loss or damage that you are owed and the Hold Harmless Indemnification that is owed to the court as a Third Party.

Another big development ---a way to make "credit deposits" to cover all the expenses of the franchise PERSONS --- which is really another way of accessing the indemnity protection you are owed, is also underway and being tested.

If we've got this right, folks, you will be able to issue credit to yourself just like a bank can issue credit, to pay certain kinds of bills --- utilities, mortgages, taxes, college loans, car loans---all the bills that come to the PERSON can be offset using credit deposits. That system is finally beginning to be lined out, understood, and in some cases, that too, is working.
This is all good news. I am breathing a sigh like a long distance runner at the end of the course. The Bad Guys are on the run, at least some people are beginning to get relief, and more is on the horizon.

All the effort is beginning to pay off, but until it is all settled and set in cement, remember that we are still out here plugging away on all fronts and still don't have any big funding sources. We depend on all of you as our lifeline to support the cost of doing this work and to support the younger members of our team who are often in need of just a little extra help from “Grandma”.

As always, we don't ask for anything you don't have to give. We know that many of you are struggling yourselves, and God bless us all, we understand that. We are looking forward to the day when everyone in America, and indeed, everyone worldwide, gets to feel the fresh air of freedom again, and gets relief from the "Doctrine of Scarcity" and all the senseless misery it has caused.

Never doubt that the Hand of God has been upon this work and upon me and my husband and The Living Law Firm. If it were not so, we would never have been able to find what we needed to find, or been enabled to survive.

-----------------------------------------------
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